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DISCUSSION ON " CHOKE-COILS VERSUS EXTRA INSULATION ON
THE END-WINDINGS OF TRANSFORMERS," PROTECTION OF THE
INTERNAL INSULATION OF A STATIC TRANSFORMER AGAINST
HIGH-FREQUENCY STRAINS ", AND " NOTES ON TRANSFORMER
TESTING ', AT NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y., JUNE 26, 1907

S. M. Kintner: I have tried to make clear in this paper
that, for a given expenditure to safeguard against transformer
interruptions caused by line surges, more can be accomplished
by the use of choke-coils and transformers wTith reasonable in-
sulation than by adding extra insulation on the end-turns of
the same transformer and omitting the choke-coil. It is not
my contention that an inferior insulation can be used when
choke-coils are employed and satisfactory service got with such
an arrangement. Reasonable insulation on transformers of
1000 kw. and upward should be able to withstand from 5000
to 8000 volts between turns.

A. H. Pikler: At the meeting on December 28, 1906, while
discussing the paper of R. P. Jackson on lightning protection,
the chairman of the transmission committee said;

If we must have choke coils, let us put them inl the same case as the
transformers, and so save the complication in station wiring. Better
still, let us do away with them altogether, and put such amount of insu-
lation as may be recessary on the end-turns of the transformers; such
amount of insulation as will take care of considerable strain between
the end-turmns Then if we use a low-resistance arrester or its equivalent,
we shall, I think, have ample protection.

This was the first time I had heard advocated such principles.
They must have been considered of particular importance and
interest because this very subject is treated in two papers of
the present convention. Mr. Kintner recommends the use of
a choke-coil within the transformer tank, with no extra insula-
tion on the transformer winding; Mr. Moody recommends the
extra heavy insulation of the end-turns, and considers the choke-
coil superfluous.
From the points of view of both the designer and the operator

or station man, I consider the application of either scheme a
retrograde step. In designing we should strive for simplicity
in construction. The transformer is a simple and classical piece
of standard electromechanical apparatus; to use part of the
transformer to perform a duty entirely different from that of
transforming and transmitting of electrical energy, viz., the
duty of the protective apparaus, endangers the simplicity of
transformer construction, and both the transformer and the
choke-coil would eventually suffer. This is true whether the
choke-coil be within the transformer tank and no extra insula-
tion is used on the trar meI coil, or the choke-coil be made
an integral part of the transformer by putting extra heavy
insulation on its end-turns. From the point of view of the
station man, I should expect the protective apparatus to protect
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the main equipment even at the cost of destruction of the pro-
tective apparatus itself.

Therefore I recommend the use of the choke-coil outside of
the transformer tank, and also extra insulation on the end-
turns of the transformer; but the extra insulated end-turns
not at all intended to take the entire duty of the choke-coil.
Then if something must break down, it will be the choke-coil
outside of the transformer tank. Its cost is only a few per cent.
of the cost of the transformer, and the interruption of operation
of the power plant will last not more than a few minutes, whereas
if the choke-coil is inside the tank, either as a separate piece
of apparatus or as an integral part of the transformer, this
interruption may last for hours or even days.
We all know that in the case of resonance; that is, when the

periodicity of the disturbance, the induction, and capacity co-
efficient have the following relation:

1
27r-= LC

then the phase displacement will have the value

and the rush of current will be impeded only by the ohmic re-
sistance

and a breakdown follows.
This is what Dr. Steinmetz had in mind when he perpetrated

the conundrum: " When is a choke-coil not a choke-coil?"
P. M. Lincoln: I am of the opinion that the choke-coil in

connection with high-voltage transmission and high-voltage
transformers is a perfectly logical piece of apparatus to use,
and the reasons for its use, I believe, are completely, although
briefly, set forth in Mr. Kintner's paper and the other papers
which deal with the subject. I do not believe we can emphasize
too much the value of the choke-coil, owing to the fact of the
adjacent turns of the choke-coil having no voltage continually
applied between them, as is the case in the transformer. When
we come to analyze the matter of putting extra insulation on
end-turns of the transformer, we find that it means usually con-
siderably more than is indicated by the paper which was pre-
sented by Mr. Moody. Transformers are specified often not
only to run upon full voltage, but also to run upon half voltage;
also they are frequently specified to be able to run with a delta
connection for one high-tension voltage, and a star connection
for another; and further, they are often specified to have a range.
in ratio of 10 or 20 per cent. Therefore, virtually all the taps
have to be end taps, with the result that we have to extend
that hQavy insulation practically from one end to the other.
If, therefore, we can take a separate piece of apparatus, such as
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a choke-coil, and design and install that so that all of these heavy
surges which come in can be developed across the turns of the
choke-coil, we can thereby save considerable in the transformer
and also protect the apparatus to a greater extent.

J. W. Fraser: Looking at this subject from a commercial
point of view, I believe that the size of transformers should have
something to do with this question. We have on our system,
for instance, forty small sub-stations, varying in capacity from
600 kw. to 3000 kw., and will ultimately have a great many
more. We practically install four sizes of transformers: 200 kw.,
300 kw., 500 kw. and 1000 kw. If we should design each sub-
station for large oil-insulated choke-coils, the building would
cost considerably more, and the coils would cost nearly as much
as a spare transformer. So we have decided to use the coil
with large impedance in generating stations where the cost of
the transformer warrants it, and comparatively small air-
insulated choke-coils, say 20 or 30 turns, in our sub-stations.
We make the small choke-coils ourselves at a very small cost.
By keeping one or two spare sub-station transformers of each
size in stock at some central point of our system we eliminate
any chance of a long shutdown.
W. N. Smith: I am disposed to agree with Mr. Kintner in

the matter of having separate choke-coils outside the trans-
former. The tendency toward standardization would naturally
incline us toward simplified transformer construction. I lool
forward to the time when companies operating large trans-
formers will treat them as they do generators, and make theii
own repairs when they burn out. It frequently happens thal
when a large transformer burns out, it has either to be senl
back to the factory, or an expensive corps of winders has to be
sent to the point where it happens to be located. The simplei
the transformer coils can be made, the less will be the necessity
for such an expensive repair operation. When it is possible fot
a large power or lighting company with several sizes of trans-
formers to carry in stock a minimum number of standard
transformer coils for repairs, economy will result. Viewed from
this standpoint, the employment of separate choke-coils will
tend toward the standardization of transformers. I also be-
lieve it is desirable to have the extra protection of choke-coils
for other things than the transformer itself, particularly in a
sub-station. Lead-covered cables are extremely sensitive, and
as liable to break down as the winding of a transformer, and I
believe that the choke-coil is of considerable use as a general
protective device in preventing destruction of cables where
used in the outside portions of the transmission line, as well
as in power houses and sub-stations.

It may be impossible to devise standard choke-coils ap-
plicable to all conditions; but as another speaker has said,
the power companies are perfectly able to devise them to svit
particular conditions.
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Another point to consider is the location of the choke-coil
in the circuit. That depends to some extent upon the con-
struction of the choke-coil, whether it is mounted on a wooden
support or porcelain insulators or immersed in oil in an iron
case. As surges frequently jump acioss from a transformer or
choke-coil to the iron of the containing case, and can thus
make destructive short-circuits, the position of the choke-coil
in the circuit should be such that there is some protection
outside of it in the shape of fuses or circuit-breakers, partic-
ularly if it is to be confined in an iron case. While a believer
in the choke-coil, I desire to call attention to this problem of so
placing it that a possible short-circuit from some part of it will
not cause more damage than it is intended to prevent.

Charles W. Stone: One thing not yet considered is that in
one instance a long overhead line was carried into a distributing
station, and from this station underground for a considerable
distance. In this distributing station lightning-arresters with
multiplex connections and choke-coils were installed; the idea
being to keep any disturbances which took place on the over-
head line away from the cable system, It was found that dis-
turbances occurred in the cable system, and on account of the
installation of choke-coils were prevented from discharging
across the multiplex connections of the lightning-arresters.
Therefore in this case it would be better to have eliminated
the choke-coils. The other alternative would have been to
put in two sets of static dischargers; one on the overhead
line, and one on the cable system, which would have added
considerably to the expense and complication. Of course if a
choke-coil is placed in circuit and is air-insulated and has a com-
paratively few number of turns, it might be possible that high-
voltage disturbances on the cable system would jump across
the turns of the choke-coil, and discharge themselves across
the multiplex connections of the lightning-arresters, as just ex-
plained by Mr. Berg.

E. Th F. Creighton: I have attempted to make laboratory
meacuretnents on choke-coils to determine some method by
which we could choose their dimensions, and I think we shall
have to go back to the fundamentals to find out just what the
choke-coil is for. With Mr. Berg and Mr. Stone, I thtink that
the choke-coil is sometimes disadvantageous. The function of
the choke-coil is to prevent or to hold back high-pressure high-
frequency surges long enough to permit the lightning-arrester
to get into operation. Every lightning-arrester in operation
to-day has a certain dielectric spark lag; that is to say, after
the potential is applied to the lightning-arrester there is a brief
interval, a few millionths of a second, before the lightning-
arrester begins to discharge and lower the voltage on the system.
If there is no choke-coil between the lightning-arrester and the
transformer, the end-turns of the transformer receive this high
potential strain during the interval that the lightning-arrester is
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getting into operation. These high-frequency disturbances
nearly always come from an external source; consequently the
practice has been to place the lightning-arrester on the outside
of the choke-coil. If the lightning is internal, the choke-coil
is then more or less disadvantageous according to its value in
inductance. One solution of that problem is to use a large
inductance in a choke-coil and to place lightning-arresters both
inside and outside the choke-coil. A laboratory experiment
demonstrates these statements.
The disrupted discharge method is used with the following

apparatus: two choke-coils representing the two choke-coils in
the line, a spark-gap on the outside of the choke-coils, on the
side the disturbance is coming from, and another spark-gap
on the inside of the choke-coils.
The circuit can be better illustrated by Fig. 1. The outside

gap is in the location of the lightning-arrester. Now produce a
discharge on the outside; set the outside gap so that it will spark,
and the spark at the inside gap is comparatively sml and

LINE
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DISRUPTIVE D18CHARGE
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FIG. 1

weak. On the other hand, oplen -Zh:e side gap until the
potential can no longer bridge the gap, and the potential on the
inside gap will rise to such a value as to give a spark more than
twice as long as the outside gap. On one test, the outside gap
was not sparking with a setting of one inch, and the inside one
was sparking with a setting of two and one-half inches.

It seems to me that is sufficient proof, either that this choke-
coil should be protected on the inside, or the choke-coil made
small enough so as not to magnify the potential on the inside.
It is usually a difficult matter to explain just why higher poten-
tials occur on the inside. In this case, of course, the potential
came from the outside.
An experience I had last Friday would perhaps be of interest,

showing that even with very high values of inductance the
transformer cannot be protected from the high potentials. In
making some tests on insulators to determine the gap necessary
to place on horns in parallel with the insulator to protect it, a
condenser was placed across the txansformwer operating at about
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75,000 volts. After three or four strokes, the transformeer in-
sulation broke down inside, and on making an examination of.
it we found it was not the end-turns which were affected, but
the third coil down from the end. This transformer is designed
to operate at 100,000 volts, and has been used for hundreds of
thousands of discharges. We have, however, always used a
protective device in connection with it. In the test I refer to
it was used without protecting device. In that case you can
see there must have been some combination of inductance and
capacity giving a resonant condition, which produced high
potential very far internally in the transfoimer. The subject
is not simple.

William McClellan: I have advocated external choke-coils
and shall continue to do so until there is produced a good low-
resistance lightning-arrester with the attributes of an ordinary
safety valve; in other words, until the potential at the trans-
former terminals can be kept practically constant. Extremely
low-resistance fuse-arresters work quite well, but they are not
self-renewing. Certain types of the horn arrester have given
some satisfaction, but they are uncertain. The real question
is not so much shall an external choke-coil be used, but shall
it be a simple air-insulated coil of a few turns, or an elaborate
oil-insulated coil in separate case.
W. S. Lee: As an operating man I am in favor of both choke-

coils and extra insulated end-turns. I am continually trying to
improve the lightning protective apparatus by putting on first
one kind of choke-coil, and then another. Our company is
in favor of heavy insulated end-turns and want them on all
transformers, for in practical operation, when lightning from the
line strikes into the end-turns, we usually find that it goes to the
case at entrance to transformer, or burns the terminals off.
As Mr. Fraser has told you, we have in the neighborhood of
forty stations on our line, grouped about at different places.
Some of these stations operate a group of cotton millsthat owns
the station. We have attempted to put protective apparatus
at all of these places but it is not easy to get the mill owners to
invest in expensive choke coils. However, in our large plants
we are installing the choke-coil and getting satisfactory results.

R. P. Jackson: Mr. Moody's statement, that the disturbance
is likely to proceed into the tansformer some distance in feet, is,
in a way, aproximately true. I think, however, that a better
way of measuring the penetration disturbance would be in
henrys. Tests I have made indicat-e that disturbances of the com-
moner kind will penetrate into the transformer windings, roughly,
about 0.04 to 0.06 henrys. A choke-coil of that value put out-
side the transformer will cause the disturbance to be absorbed
or reflected, and very little will go through into the trans-
former. That value for a choke-coil, 0.04 henrys, is pretty high
for a small transformer of low voltage, but insignificant for a
high-voltage transformer.
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in a paper read by me before the Institute, last December, a
curve was given indicating that a zero choke-coil would reflect
a zero surge, and that the larger the choke-coil the more surge
was reflected, with a descending curve something like a loga-
rithmic curve. About 30 per cent. of the disturbance would pene-
trate through a coil of 0.04 to 0.06 henrys, while very little
additional gain was to be obtained by increasing the size of
choke-coil. At that point, about 70 per cent. of the surge was
reflected, or failed to appear any farther in the windings, so it
would seem that if extra insulation were to be put on the
proper number sof end turns to get safety, we should cover ap-
proximately the number of henrys previously given; or 0.04, not
considering the iron, which would be a reasonable amount for
this extra insulation to be placed upon.

I doubt if any harmful effect from choke-coils occurs very
often. The damage to a transformer as the result of switching is
usually the result of a sudden change of potential at the terminal
of the transformer. Mr. Tobey's paper indicates that the break-
down of the spark-gap at the terminal of the transformer causing
a breakdown of the insulation between the turns, is simply a
case where the terminal suddenly dropped in potential while the
rest of the transformer winding had a comparatively high po-
tential; the result was that the charge on the interior windings
attempted to get out at the point of low or zero potential, result-
ing in a breakdown between turns. A choke-coil at the terminal
of a transformer will simply make this change of potential at
the terminal more slow in occurring; that is to say, this sudden
change occurs at the terminal of the choke-coil instead of at
the terminal of the transformer, so that unless the cases are
very special-something I have not encountered-the disturb-
ances, whether from the inside or the outside, will be dampened
out; their effect on the transformer will be much less if there
is a choke-coil of some appreciable inductance than if there be
no choke-coils. In other words, the disturbance reaches some
distance into the windings from the end or terminal, -whether
this be the terminal of the transformer, or of the choke-coil.

If the electrolytic lightning-arrester makes good its promise,
I think there will be a fair chance of either omitting the choke-
coil entirely or making it much lighter, because the electrolytic
arrester will be able to keep the potential to a fixed point at the
terminals of the transformer.
"When is a choke-coil not a choke-coil? " was, I believe, pro-

pounded by Dr. Steinmetz sometime ago. This conundrum
has,very little bearing on practical matters. If the frequency

so high that, -due to condenser effect, it will go through a choke-
coil, it will also go on through the transformer for the same
reason, and do no damage in either case, so that then one can
truthfully say that when a choke-coil is not a choke-coil, there is
no need of a choke-coil.

C. P. Steinmetz: The purpose of the choke-coil is to protect
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the station apparatus against the entrance of high voltage.
Therefore, the choke-coil must be between the apparatfus to be
protected and the source of high voltage, that is, the transmission
line as the main source. The choke-coil must therefore be
immediately at the transmission line, next to the lightning-
arrester. As a good and convenient location for the choke-coil, I
recommend the transformer tank. That means, however, that
the transformer must be the first piece of apparatus on the trans-
mission line. This is seldom the case. Frequently a number
of transformers feed together into high-potential bus-bars and
a number of transmission lines are operated from the same
bus-bars. In that case, then, we have the transformer
switches between the transformer and the high-potential
bus-bar, and the feeder switches between the bus-bar and
the transmission line. Now, these high-potential bus-bars,
the transformer switches, the feeder switches, the current
transformers, the connection of the potential transformer
-all must connect in between the choke-coil and the transformer;
otherwise these different pieces of apparatus are not protected by
the choke-coil. This appears tome rather to make the arrangement
complicated and impracticable where the choke-coil is desired in
the same case with the transformer. Furthermore, we must con-
sider that the choke-coil receives lightning potential; that is,
it requires a much more careful installation than the transformer,
and the liability to puncture by discharges jumping across
surfaces, etc. at the entrance to the choke-coil is much greater
than that with any other apparatus and it appears to me the
immediate neighborhood of the choke-coil to other apparatus
is just as undesirable as that of the lightning-arrester. To avoid
this dimeculty one verv simple way is to have no insulation btit
air, and it may then be feasible to put a choke-coil out-doors,
up on the poles between the transformer station and the lightning-
arrester house, where such exists. In those cases where there is
other apparatus between the transformer and line, then in
addition to the choke-coil which is on the line we require either
a secolid choke-coil at the transformer, or special protection of
the transformer, because the transformer also is a source of high
potential, as ,Mr. Thomas showed us some years ago, and we
have to guard against that also. The simplest way is the extra
insulation on the transformer, which in this instance appears
not as alternative to the choke-coil on the line, but as a protec-,
tion against self-destruction of the transformer, in addition to
the protection afforded by the choke-coils against the entrance
of high potential from the olutside.
The second point I deZire to draw attention to is the curious

experiment of Professor Creighton, where at the point beyond
the choke-coil the voltage of the disturbance was greatly in-
creased. Let us, for instance, consider the transmission of
10,000 kw., at 33,000 volts, 60 cycles, three-phase 33,000; volts
between lines means 19,100 volts from line to ground, and 175
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amperes per line. Assuming the choke-coil to consume one
per cent. of the voltage, that is, a very large choke-coil, as pro-
posed, this gives a reactance:

x 1.09 ohms,

hence an inductance:
x

L 27rN=8m

This choke-coil is interposed between the line and the station
wiring, which station wiring also has a certain electrostatic
capacity, though small it may be. That means you have an
induct- ice in series to a capacity.

Estimating the capacity of the station wiring, that means of
the connection from the choke-coil to the transformers over
the different switches, circuit-breakers, bus-bars, etc., as equiva-
lent perhaps or of a magnitude of something like 50 feet of
wire, that would give you a capacity of about

C 0.0002 mf.

The frequency or resonance of this combination of capacity
and inductance in series would then be:

N = -2- L = 200,000 cycles,
2 7r VL C

approximately. Any disturbance, wave, impulse or oscillation,
coming from the transmission line and approaching this com-
bination of choke-coil and station wiring, if of this frequency,
or containing a component of this frequency, meets resonance,
and the choke-coil generates voltage, raising the voltage in
the station to-theoretically-infinity. Well within the range
of lightning frequencies is 200,000 cycles; that is, impulses
of static induction from the clouds, etc. A large choke-coil
even with moderate voltage may build up, due to the in-
ductance of the choke-coil in series to the station capacity,
and produce a high voltage, and instead of protecting, the
choke-coil so may produce destructive voltages, by resonance
with the capacity of the station wiring. That is, a large choke-
coil maY be a source of danger, and this danger must be kept
in view. At much higher frequencv, and lower capacity and
inductance, this phenomenon was shown experimentally by
Professor Creighton: the inductance of the choke-coil in series
with the capacity of the connection back of it, raising the voltage
of the leyden jar discharge to the much higher value observed
beyond the inductance.
The conclusions to be drawn therefrom are that the length
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of wiring between the chole-coil and the transformer should
be as short as possible, and that the choke-coll should be of
as low inductance as possible; that is, as low an inductance as
will still give a sufficient decrease of the steepness of the wave-
front to allow the lightning-arrester to take up the discharge;
but not more than that, because any increase beyond that in-
ductance lowers the frequency of resonance and therefore in-
creases the liability of picking up destructive voltages from
line impulses. These two conditions should be very carefully
adhered to: the lowest possible static capacity of the circuit
between the choke-coils and transformer end of the line, and the
lowest possible inductance of the choke-coil which still gives
sufficient protection, and with these two limitations I also be-
lieve in the desirability of the choke-coil between the overhead
line and the station, because it decreases the steepness of the
wave-fronit of the incoming wave, and so acts beneficially.

Ralph D. Mershon: I do not care much for choke-coils, unless
they are small enough to be put out of doors. In my opinion,
choke-coils inside the station make the station wiring very
difficult. If indoor choke-coils are used, they should be inside
the transformer case; oth2rwise, I would rather have the end-
turns of the transformers itrsulated to .ct as choke-coils. It
seems to me there is a good deal of needless objection made to
insulation of the end-turns in cases where different voltages
must be obtained. Mr. Moody shows how voltage taps can be
got without interfering with the end-turns, by varying the num-
ber of turns at the middle of the winding, instead of at the
ends of the winding. It seems to me that in the case of multiple
and series connection, to obtain full or half voltage, a somewhat
similar course could be followed, and the same end-turns used
for the multiple or series connection. Of course, in such cases,
the end-turns will have to be made with a carrying capacity
sufficient for the multiple connection. In most cases, I do not
think this would be a serious matter.
The depth to which the disturbance penetrates a transformer

is a matter of frequency. Until we get further data as to the
frequencies which actually occur in practice, it seems to me
that we cannot make much headway in determining how far
the disturbance penetrates.

In regard to Mr. Tobey's paper in most cases I have found
it very difficult to measure the resistance of large transformers
by the fall-of-potential method, because of the difficulty of keep-
ing the direct current perfectly steadv. It is not always pos-
sible to have a storage-battery for such measurements, and the
voltage of a generator driven from commercial circuits generally
varies enough to introduce serious errors into the measurement.
I would like to know what source of current Mr. Tobey uses in
this method of measuring the resistance of transformers in the
fiel .

I judge from Mr. Tobey's paper that he contemplates making
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the resistance test before tlhe temperature test. It seems to me
the resistance test should be made after the temperature test
and with the transformer at rnormal temperatture. I gather,
also, that he has in mind making the final insulation test before
the transformer goes out of the factory. Such practice I do not
consider as either proper or safe. A transformer might stand
500,000 volts in the factory; but by the time it has been shipped
and installed, it might not be able to stand 5,000. What the
customer wants to know is what the transformer will stand
after it has been installed and under operating conditions, as
regards temperature, etc.

I am rather surprised at the dielectric time-voltage curve
given in Mr. Tobey's paper. T had no idea that the dielectric
strength of insulation in ordinary use diminished so rapidly or
diminished to such an extent as he shows. It would be inter-
esting to know the nature of the insulation on which the curves
are made. If the curves are correct, it seems to me that we
should have more than a double-potential test of transformers.

If the end-turns of transformers are to be more heavily in-
sulated than the rest of the winding, what is the most satis-
factory and intelligent way of specifying such insulation? And
what sort of a test can be given the transformer to find out that
the end-turns have been insulated in accordance with the
specifications?

D. B. Rushmore: In any commercial installation, I think
there is no question but that some kind of choke-coil should be
installed, and, as a matter of fact, always is installed. The prob-
lem is, what kind of choke-coil should be used and what amount
of reactance should it have.
The choke-coil is of use in preventing the entrance into the

station of current from a lightning disturbance on the line. A
lightning disturbance usually takes place during a rain storm
when the insulators are wet and break down at the lowest point.
The transformers are usually insulated to withstand twice the
operating voltage. They will withstand that, and as a matter
of fact a great many high-potential transformers will withstand
three and a half times normal operating voltage before rupture
takes place. If any disturbance occurs on a transmission line,
it need only be reduced very slightly in order to protect the
transformer, if it has not gone over the insulators.

Lightning disturbances are of a very high frequency, as shown
by the short distance which they travel before they break over
insulators when the voltage is sufficiently high. The suggestion
has been made to protect a station by using fine wires leading
into the station, wires of such diameter that an increase of volt-
age of 75 to 100%0 above the normal operating value will be above
the corona effect on the wires, and thus the automatic disturb-
ance will be largely dissipated outside the power station.
W. LeRoy Emmet: In these high potential disturbances op-

erating through induictive circuits, the dang,er lies in a condition
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of elasticity. All of these highly insulated circuits are elec-
trically in a perfectly elastic condition. There is no energy
dissipation, and consequently, inductance combining with capac-
ity produces a condition equivalent to that of an efficient
spring. If these circuits could be made inelastic, they would
absorb such vibrations as Mr. Steinmetz describes. With very
high frequencies, small capacities, small inductance may create
very high local voltages. It occurs to me that in Mr. Moody's
arrangement of insulated turns on the transformer, the practical
efficacy may lie somewhat in the fact that the insulation has
some power of absorbing energy, and so forms a sort of gradient
of potential that penetrates the transformer; whereas with
a device like a separate choke-coil, incapable of absorbing any
energy itself, that gradient does not exist, and a point of high
potential may occur beyond the choke-coil. I had one experi-
ence which was perfectly definite, where a choke-coil inserted
between a line and apparatus, caused repeatedly the puncture
of the apparatus and the failure of the lightning-arrester. It
was in a certain case where lightning always came the same
way and acted the same way on the circuit. When that choke-
coil was put in, the lightning made trouble, and when the choke-
coil was out, the lightning made no trouble. In such a case we
have a vibrating system with conditions very difficult to predict.
If we could have inside the choke-coil or somewhere near the
terminal of the transformer some means of dissipating energy,
something that would aDsorb the impulses of high period and
voltage, it would kill the resonance, and it seems possible that
the leakage and dielectric hysteresis in the insulation may do
this; local absorption of energy in the iron may also effect the
condition. The electrolytic lightning-arrester should be ap-
plicable. It seems to me that some effort in these directions
might be expected to give good results.

0. S. Lyford, Jr.: There is one important feature of the
choke-coil proposition which I have not heard discussed since
I came into the meeting. In his list of objections to choke-coils
as now used, Mr. Kintner omitted an important objection to a
coil of high reactance immersed in oil; namely, the use of ad-
ditional high-tension terminals carried out through a grounded
case. In a high-voltage transformer station equipped with oil
circuit-breakers and choke-coils we now have seven or eight
such high-tension terminals per phase; two, or possibly three,
for the main transformer, one for the series transformer, two
for the choke-coil, and two for the circuit-breaker. Insulation
failures occur most frequently in the bushings around such ter-
minals, and il is therefore verv desirable to minimize the number
of such terminals. Putting the choke-coil inside the transformer
case, as proposed by Mr. Kintner, is a step in this direction and
also takes care of the point which Dr. Steinmetz raised, that the
choke-coil should be as near the transformer winding as pos-
sible, but it leaves us still in a dilemma, as we have not afforded
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to the circuit-breaker and series transform er such protect-ion as
the choke-coil gives to these devices. Mr. Kintner claims that
a choke-coil affords a fixed amount of protection to any ap-
paratus placed back of it and to obtain this protectioti we desire
to place the choke-coil between the line and all other apparatus.
One logical way to take advantage of Mr. Kintner's suggestion

and at the same time minimize the number of high-tension ter-
minals and put the maximum amount of equipment back of the
choke-coil, is to put the whole outfit, choke-coil, circuit-breaker,
series transformer, and main transformer, all in one tank. There
would then be only two, or possibly three, high-tension ter-
minals per phase, and all the apparatus except these terminals
would be protected by the choke-coil. I believe this is a prac-
ticable arrangement and I recommend it for your consideration.

H. W. Buck: This discussion for and against choke-coils
sounds a good deal like a conference on the subject of church
unity. Every man is setting forth certain dogmatic beliefs
which he has for or against choke-coils. One man may have
had a certain experience under a certain combination of cir-
cumstances with a choke-ccil, which has led to the cLestruction
of his apparatus, and for all time thereafter he condemns choke-
coils. The next man has had very good success during certain
seasons with similar appliances, while he had choke-coils on his
system, and fo:r that reason he is equally cetain that the smooth
operation of the system has been because of the choke-coils,
Both conclusions are probably without any ground whatever.
The circumstances which lead to surges of potential which bring
destructive results to electrical apparatus have an infinite num-
ber of combinations: they depend upon the length of the cir-
cuit, the number of sub-stations, the size of the transformers,
the transmission frequency, the particular character of the
country where the lightning stroke took place, the voltage of
the line, the conditions of operaticn at the moment, the load
on the line, the question whether any circtiit-breakers went out
at the moment or not, etc. Under these conditions, in my
opinion, it is absolutely impossible to calcutlate the problem
beforehand mathematically, and equally impossible to demon-
strate it experimentally. General conclusions can be figured
under a given set of circumstances mathematically; or the
transmission system can be set for a certain set of conditions,
experiments made, and conclusions reached, but as to whether
a choke-coil ca:n be condemnned as a universally useless piece of
apparatus or praised as an apparatus which cures all lightning
or surge troubles cannot be decided at the present frioment,
and in my opinion can never be conclusively decided.

S. M. Kintner: Mr. Pikler apparently misunderstood me when
he took the stand that I recommended the use of choke-coils
inside the transformer case. I did not offer that as a recom-
mendation, but merely as a suggestion of a means by whici
some objections made to the use of choke-coils might be over-
come,
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Professor Creighton has shown the results of an experiment
in a diagram upon the board, and quite general conclusions
have been drawn from it. I would like to show by a sketch
an experiment I made, and state the results obtained. The
experiment was quite simple. This was also a laboratory ex-
periment. I arranged the apparatus as shown in the following
sketch, Fig. 2.

In this diagram it will be seen that a static machine (Holtz
or one of that type) supplies a charge to an insulated sheet
of tin which represents a cloud. Directly below this sheet is
another, also insulated from earth, which represents the ca-
pacity of a transmission line both to earth and to the cloud,
The imitation transmission line leads into a metal box which
can be considered as representing the powel-house building, o,
even the transformer-case which is always of metal and grounded.
Gap A represents the lightning-arresters, while inductance coil
L, condenser C, are representative of the tiansformer. Spark-
gap B is a measuring gap and is used in determining the mo-
mentary voltage maximums to which the transformer windings

STATIC MACHINE SHEET TIN REPRESENTING TINBOX REPRESENTING
A CLOUD POWER STASTION

DISCHARGE

rGAP/ C
SHEET TIN REPRESENTING 1 A , 8

TRANSMISSION LINE CAPACITY A

___ H UN1:':=/GROUND
FIG. 2

may oe subjected in strains to ground when charged clouds in
the vicinity of the power-house were discharging.

In brief, the results of the tests showed that gap B never dis-
charged when it was larger than gap A, and the general conclu-
sion drawn was that a transformer protected by a lightning-
arrester would not be subjected to shocks, due to bound charges
inside the transformer when they were released by a cloud
discharge in the immediate neighborhood, that were in excess
of the voltage setting of the lightning-arrester.
W. S. Moody: Of course the purchaser can specify the amount

of insulation, or the test that it should be capable of with-
standing, but it is hardly practicable to make tests to check
this in the finished apparatus. I think the best that can be
done in the way of testing is to make up a sample coil with in-
sulation identical to that which will be used in the transformer,
and then test the sample. I believe that if we use insulation
between layers which will withstand something like 25 per cent.
of the line voltage for the outer portion of the winding, we will
have a very safe design. Theoretically, a uniformly tapered in-
sulation should,be used, but practicallv, it is out of the question
to make more than two or three steps in the amount used. We
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start with an insulation between adjacent turns or layers that
will stand 25 per cent. of the line voltage, and taper this in two
or three steps to the normal insulation at a point, say 200 feet,
within the winding.

Ralph D. Mershon: To what percentage of the total winding
would you give the heavier insulation?
W. S. Moody: I do not think that we can attempt to deter-

mine this with any great accuracy. In most transformers
200 ft. should give a length which would absorb any voltage
which a good lightning-arrester will not discharge if the voltage
is really what is commonly known as high frequency.

H. W. Tobey (remarks made before reading the paper): In
the preparation of this paper, the idea was to describe in general
some of the more important features of up-to-date transformer
testing and also to outline a few of the methods which have
been proposed and for one reason or another have been dis-
carded. (Mr. Tobey read the paper, and then replied as follows
to various questions):
We find we have usually obtained better results by using a

storage-battery for the source of direct-current supply than by
using an exciter. If an exciter is used, it is usually found de-
sirable to place in series with it and the resistance to be meas-
ured, an auxiliary resistance of such value that the exciter
may be operated at approximately normal voltage. Under
these conditions, there is ordinarily but trouble due to un-
steady voltage. We have felt, as I said in the paper, that it
was rather better to make the high-potential test before the heat
run, so that in case the insulation was injured by the latter test,
the fact would become known during the heat run. There is
no other reason, however, why the order of the tests could not
be changed if thought desirable.
As to the curve referred to in the latter part of the paper, I

may say that it was based on tests made on paper insulation
and was purposely selected because it showed a marked differ-
ence in dielectric strength between the short time test and the
long continued test. The difference is more marked in this
curve than we find in ordinary insulation.. Usually the change
is perhaps 30 per cent.; that is, the dielectric strength would be
30 per cent. less in continued operation than when subjected
to an instantaneous test. Attention should also be called to
the fact that the sample in question consisted of one thickness
only, whereas ordinarily in transformer constructien the insula-
tion is made up from a number of laminations so that the factor
of safety is well on the safe side.

E. J. Berg (by letter): To me it would seem that relatively
small reactive coils and reinforced insulation of the end-turns
afford the best protection.
The breakwater analogy used in Mr. Kintner's paper is per-

haps as close as any mechanical comparison could be, but it
must be remembered that waves are set up on each side of the
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breakwater and that the apparatus to be protected is located
on one side thereof. Consequently, whereas the breakwater
affords a good protectioln for a wave coming from the outside it:is
objectionable for waves coming from the inside.

Briefly, since not only the line, but electrical apparatus con-
nected to the line under certain conditions that are brought to
a very high potential above ground and are suddenly discharged
through the lightning-arresters, it is obvious that whereas the
reactive coil between the apparatus and the lightning-arrester
will afford a protection from the surge which comes from the
line, it would be detrimental for the surge which comes from
the apparatus itself.

Unfortunately, the inductance and capacity of the electrical
apparatus is very small compared with that of the line, or a rea-
sonable section thereof, therefore the frequency of discharge of
the apparatus is much greater than the frequency of the discharge
of the line. A reactive-coil which has a considerable reactance
for the line frequency has an enormous reactance for the surge
from the apparatus and therefore may prevent its reaching the
lightning-arrester, and may even intensify the voltage.
A practical demonstration of this action of reactive-coils

was found some years ago in a commercial installation where
reactive-coils of rather high inductance were installed between
the lightning-arresters and the apparatus. Upon inspecting
these coils after some lightning storms, it was found that dis-
charges had taken place between the inside lead of the coil
and ground, discharges representing very considerable voltages.
In view of this and the reasons given above, it has seemed
best to the writer to use air-insulated coils, which, to be sure,
have relatively small reactance, but which are self healing, for
excessive voltages they act as an additional number of gaps.
The discharge from the transformer being able to reach the
lightning-arrester over the turns instead of through them, ob-
viously, insulated reactive coil would not answer in this case.

B. C. Shipman (by letter): The reasons for using a separate
choke-coil, as given by the author, far exceed the reasons
against it, both in number and force, I think the matter is
generally so regarded. To depend on the insulation of the end-
turns only, for protection, is hazardous. Even if trouble is es-
caped in nine cases, the tenth may cause very disastrous results,
far outweighing any disadvantages of an additional piece of
apparatus, or complexity in wiring. If it be granted that the
choke-coil performs the service expected of it, it seems to me
to be better engineering to hold up excessive surges and poten-
tial strains outside of a transformer, rather than to admit them
and then attempt to withstand them by extra insulation.
Injury to a choke-coil is comparatively unimportant; to the
transformer it is serious.
The reactance of the turns of the transformer-coils themselves

will vary according as the transformer is open-circuited on the
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secondary or not; if not open-circuited, with the load con-
nected. In the latter case, the reactive effect of the primary
being less, the extra insulation would have to extend farther
into the coil than if the secondary were open-circuited. I
recall one instance where three 2000-kw. transformers were
connected to the transmission line, but only two were supplying
current from the secondaries, the third being open-circuited.
A lightning disturbance entered the station, and, passing the
protective devices, broke down the insulation between turns
of the idle transformer, while it left the working transformers
uninjured. This I attributed to the greater choking effect of
the idle transformer, causing a steeper gradien-t of voltage in
its coils.

Regarding the advisability of putting the choke-coils in the
same case with the transformer, it might be desirable in certain
instances for special reasons, but in general I think it would be
bad practice. There are enough complications now in a high-
tension, multi-tapped, water-cooled transformer, and the in-
terior is hard enough to get at without making it more so.

I agree with Mr. Moody on the desirability of reinforcing
the end-turns of transforniers, not, however, to take the full
force of the extra strains, but to be able to withstand whatever
portion of such strains that passes the choke-coils.
Frank G. Baum (by letter): It has been my experience that

trouble due to lightning rapidly disappears as the insulation
of line and apparatus improves, and when the insulation be-
comes what it seems it should be, the lightning trouble prac-
tically disappears. That lightning trouble is largely a matter
of insulation is proved by the fact that, where 15,000-,25,000-,
and 60,000-volt lines all pass through the same country, the
trouble generally appears on the lower voltage lines. I do-ubt
very much if a first-class insulator will be punctured even by
a lightning bolt striking the tower, because it would seem to
be very much easier for the lightning to go to the structure direct.

In the protection of a line against lightning in the section of
the country where very. severe lightning is prevalent, LI is not
a question of one method versus another, but all the precaution
that can be taken at reasonable expense. In some sections
extra insulation could be used, on the transformers, choke-coils
externally, lightning-rods or ground-wires on certain sections
of the line, also horn gaps at certain places to protect against
high surges, these horn gaps probably having some resistance
coninected to ground. It is quite certain, however, that on a
high-voltage, high-power transmission system the ordinary
spark-gap arresters are useless.

A. C. Pratt (by letter): I believe thoroughly in the desir-
ability of providing extra insulation on the outer turns of a
static transformer and placing the taps for voltage adjustment
near the middle of the windings. I advocated this method in
1904 in discussion of a paper by Mr. Moody and brought out
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the further advantage that in case the transformer is operated
with less than the total high-tension winding in service, the maxi-
mum pressure to ground from the outer turns of the winding is
normally never more than that from line wire to ground, w-hich
is not the case if the taps are next the outer terminals of the
winding. I

After eight years' experience and observation on lines opera-
ting at from 10,000 volts to 60,000 volts, I am in favor of sep-
arate choke-coils in all ordinary cases, and for substantially the
sarrme reasons as set forth, by Mr. Kintner; I would however
favor somewhat heavier insulation between the outer turns of
the transformer than between the inner turns, as the outer turns
are doubtless often subjected to quite severe strains due to
switching and to the inability of the choke-coil to afford complete
protection under all conditions. There seems to be no doubt
as to the ability of the choke-coil to afford a very large degree
of protection.
James Lyman (by letter): The resistance offered to a line

disturbance depends directly upon frequency. The frequency
of a surge, whether from a short-circuit, ground, or lightning
discharge, may be anything from the normal frequency of the
line current to a million cycles per second. If the frequency
is low, as is the case with many induced lightning charges, the
choke-coil offers practically no resistance. Therefore, the
transformer windings should be insulated to stand such strains
as will not readily be discharged over the lightning and static
arrester. A form of choke-coil consisting of 20 to 50 feet of
solid copper conductor wound on mandrels 5 or 6 in. in diameter
with 0.25 in. air clearance between turns, takes practically no
extra room and offers considerable resistance to high-frequency
discharges. Extra insulation to the outside turns in high-te-nsion
transformer-coils is also recommended as an additional protec-
tion against abnormnal voltage caused by high-frequency dis-
turbances. The added insulation does not materially increase
the size of the transformer, but taken together with the small
choke-coils and lightning and static arresters of a reliable de-
sign give the most satisfactory results. Where choke-coils of
400 ft. of conductor have been installed between the lightning-
arrester and transformers, instances of discharge across the
transformer-coils have occurred, indicating a rise in voltage due
to the reactance of the choke-coil in preventing the discharge
of the transformer. It is my opinion, therefore, that large
choke-coils are not always a protection, and, considering other
objections to them, they should not be used.

Farley Osgood (by letter): I think it is better to keep the
insulation of the transformer as nearly the same throughout as
possible, as it saves expense and saves space in the transformer
case. I can see no reason for insulating the choke-coil unless
it is to be placed in a position where there is insufficient room
to carry bare copper, and, generally speaking, the position would
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riot be a good one for any high-tension equipment. If the
choke-coil is nmade without insulation, its perfect condition or
damaged state can be quickly and clearly seen, which mright not
be the case with an insulated coil.
The proper position for choke-coils is in the high-tension

chamber, where there should be sufficient room as to make the
matter of this slight additional equipment, which virtually re-
quires no attention, of very little consequence from a complica-
tion standpoint.
My experience has been that choke-coils are a real benefit

on voltages of 33,000 or greater, and, therefore, the use of the
coil is recommended in all cases.


